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The TwelVe PaPeRs composing this volume derive from a conference con-

vened at edinburgh University in March 2001. in his preface, Robert hillenbrand 

notes that this conference, “devoted exclusively to questions of art history,” is but 

one of several organized “under the wider remit of the Cambridge-edinburgh 

Shahnama project.” The latter, a five-year project (1999–2004) generously funded 

by the British academy’s arts and humanities Research Board, was jointly 

directed by Charles Melville and Robert hillenbrand and also sponsored a data-

base of illustrated Shahnama manuscripts and single folios. no less important 

than this ambitious project is another one based at Princeton University, estab-

lished by Marianna shreve simpson and the late Jerome w. Clinton. it presently 

comprises a database of 277 images from five Shahnama manuscripts housed in 

the Firestone library, Princeton University.1 To these two initiatives may be added 

a third: the new edition of Firdawsi’s Shahnama (Book of Kings) currently in prep-

aration by Djalal Khaleghi-Motlagh. since 1987, five volumes (out of eight) have 

been published. The promise of these three initiatives is not only to generate a 

critical mass of interest in the Shahnama of Firdawsi, but also to provide crucial 

resources for scholars of the history of art and literature. Both the Cambridge-

edinburgh and Princeton projects have brought together specialists in literature 

and art history. Their cross-disciplinary aspect now establishes the possibility of 

tackling in an unprecedented way interactions and interrelations between text 

and image through the chief epic of Persian poetry.

Shahnama: The Visual Language of the Persian Book of Kings opens with an 

essay by Robert hillenbrand in which he glosses the subject matters of the con-

tributions and goes on to note that “it is no longer enough to answer the standard 

questions of who, what, where and when—questions that, rooted as they are in the 

evolution of western art history, are inappropriately eurocentric for an art forged 

in quite another culture” (p. 5). later, he concludes: “The time-honoured focus on 

patronage, date, provenance and style is as relevant as ever, for it provides the basic 

building blocks for more elaborate investigations. But to a steadily increasingly 

extent it is being supplemented by new approaches which can be sampled in this 

volume” (p. 7).

The “new approaches” evidenced in most of the volume’s essays, especially 

those focused on manuscripts, however, involve the application of codicology to 

well-known and less well-known objects. essays by Jonathan Bloom, sheila Blair, 

elaine wright and Tim stanley all demonstrate the continued importance of phys-

ical analysis, whether of paper or the structure of the book, and the formal analysis 

of calligraphy and painting, to uncover the original constitution of an object and 

reveal changes made in later periods. These approaches, while hardly new—they 

have been applied with greater rigor and consistency in scholarship since the late 
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1980s—remain essential to the study of islamic books given the forces of the art 

market beginning in the early 1900s.

From that time onward, manuscripts were frequently disassembled to enable 

dealers to maximize the profit of a given book by selling its multiple paintings as 

individual folios. sheila Blair’s contribution to the volume continues her research 

presented in earlier articles and in a book co-authored with oleg grabar on the 

great Mongol Shahnama of the 1330s. here she pays close attention to the man-

uscript’s calligraphy, identifying hands datable to between the fourteenth and 

twentieth centuries. she also reviews recent arguments by abolala soudavar, who 

similarly analyzed the copyists’ hands and proposed that each subject selected for 

illustration did double service by depicting a tale from the Shahnama that also 

resonated with an event from Mongol history.2 Many of the challenges to art his-

torians presented by the great Mongol Shahnama today result from its disassem-

bly by the Belgian dealer georges Demotte in the early 1900s. Demotte also had 

many folios altered to prepare them for sale. Though these modern interventions 

are often the most dramatic and physically invasive, accounting for the many sin-

gle-page paintings now held by private and public collections worldwide, earlier 

moments in the history of key objects are also considered. Thus, Jonathan Bloom 

discusses the papers of the great Mongol Shahnama and the repairs and alterations 

made to the manuscript under the Qajar dynasty of nineteenth-century iran.

The two essays by Blair and Bloom point to the fact that our knowledge of the 

great Mongol Shahnama as a totality, as a bound manuscript, is still elusive. They 

offer a caveat to any attempt at an overarching interpretation of the factors that 

shaped the original illustrative program and how its illustrative cycle generated 

meaning for contemporary viewers. Moreover, while fifty-eight paintings from 

the manuscript are known to have survived into modern times, it remains unclear 

how they were fitted into the original text and how many paintings are missing. in 

earlier research, Blair adjusted the projected estimate—the likely total number of 

manuscript paintings—that she initially calculated in her study co-authored with 

oleg grabar.3 Making these projections seems to be an intractable problem. since 

we do not possess the complete recension of the Shahnama copied in the great 

Mongol Shahnama, and we know of no Shahnama from the period—either earlier 

or later—that matches any other line for line, on what grounds can one hypoth-

esize the nature and scope of the text in a now dispersed manuscript? grabar and 

Blair already in 1980 addressed the methodological problem of a mutating text 

and the same point is made again in hillenbrand’s edited volume (pp. 3 and 97). 

as Tim stanley adroitly puts it, the project pursued by art historians in fact “runs 

entirely counter to the philological traditions canonised in the nineteenth cen-

tury, which have focused all efforts on the establishment of an Urtext” (p. 97). This 
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phenomenon—the addition or removal of lines of poetry or even larger-scaled 

alterations of cycles within the Shahnama—calls for a wholly different mode of 

text-image analysis if one is to consider a whole book and not just single page after 

single page (meditations on the immediate relationship between a text and how its 

image sits inside it). a mode of treating the individual book as a whole—and not 

just the seemingly infinite single pages that will be scanned into the Cambridge-

edinburgh database—has yet to be conceptualized.

elaine wright’s contribution considers two manuscripts containing Persian 

epics, including Firdawsi’s Shahnama, now in the British library, london, and the 

Chester Beatty library, Dublin. The two manuscripts were once bound together 

as a single textblock. Through a painstaking study of codicology (especially paper 

and calligraphy), she determines that paintings were added to the originally sin-

gle manuscript several years after the dated colophon (1397). she thus redates a 

manuscript once thought to represent the bibliophilism of Timur, founder of the 

Timurid dynasty, to the early 1400s and the bibliophile activity of one of Timur’s 

grandsons, possibly iskandar sultan. Though wright presents her findings mod-

estly, the implications of her discovery are clearly important for our understand-

ing of Persian painting in the late 1300s and early 1400s and for reconstructing the 

chief lines of development in multiple bookmaking centers of iran, afghanistan, 

and Central asia.

Tim stanley’s essay uses a related approach, presenting a sixteenth-century 

manuscript made in shiraz through a detailed description that includes transla-

tions of later seals and notations added by Mughal owners. stanley also reassesses 

the value of grace guest’s work on the “shiraz canon,” whereby she attempted to 

explain proportional relationships between pictorial spaces in paintings in rela-

tion to the surface area of written text on each folio.4 an essay by M. amin Mah-

davi, who studies evidence of grid layouts in a sampling of Persian manuscripts in 

the British library, pursues guest’s line of research.

other contributions that focus on manuscripts include Marianna shreve 

simpson’s review essay examining historiography during the 1900s. as a scholar 

who has made several important contributions to the study of the Shahnama, 

the formative phases of Shahnama illustration in books and Shahnama related 

subject-matter on portable objects, she offers many cogent and prescient observa-

tions. her essay concludes with a superb bibliography. ada adamova, who has 

also devoted considerable energy to the study of the Shahnama in the early 1300s, 

turns her attention to the still intact “st. Petersburg Shahnama,” dated 733/1333. 

she not only compares this manuscript to others produced for the inju dynasty 

of the province of Fars (southwestern iran) and identifies patterns of illustration 

across them, but helps to “recuperate” these manuscripts as objects worthy of art 
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historians’ interest. For a long time, manuscripts produced under the inju were 

regarded as sub-par artistically, and yet adamova reveals the excitement of their 

drawing style and their frequently daring composition (relative to the four small 

Shahnamas of ca. 1300). she also suggests, though does not elaborate, possible 

interactions between the painted illustrations found in the inju material and the 

small Shahnamas and other metropolitan ilkhanid manuscripts from Tabriz.

The remaining four essays in the volume under review by sylvia auld, avi-

noam shalem, Ulrike al-Khamis and godfrey evans, and Jennifer scarce take a 

wholly different tack. Rather than focusing on manuscript copies of Firdawsi’s 

Shahnama, they each consider objects—metalwork, textiles, and relief sculp-

tures—that employ Shahnama-related subject-matter in their visual programs 

and over a larger chronology that spans the fourteenth to nineteenth century. 

although these are thoughtful and judiciously researched essays, careful studies 

of individual objects, they do not surpass in their methodological implications 

the essay published by shreve simpson in 1985.5 already by that time, simpson had 

identified the various vehicles—textual and oral—through which epic tales such 

as Firdawsi’s Shahnama found life and cultural currency and the various ways that 

visual subject-matters could be related to a text, whether written down or recited 

from memory.

Shahnama: The Visual Language of the Persian Book of Kings contains much of 

interest and importance to students of islamic history of art and literature. it may 

very well facilitate the “quantum leap forward” (p. 7) in the study of illustrated 

Shahnamas predicted by Robert hillenbrand.
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